U.S. FIGURE SKATING
MOVES IN THE FIELD JUDGING FORM

INTERMEDIATE
Circle one: Standard (IM), Adult Candidate (AIM) or Masters Candidate (MIM)
Strong, true edges, smooth turns, correct posture and effortless flow are expected of the candidate.
Candidate’s Name

Member #

Candidate’s Club
Host Club

Date

MARK

COMMENTS
Focus: edge quality, extension

Backward double three-turns
Skater will perform consecutive backward double
3-turns on 1/2 circles w/ alternating of feet. 4-6
half circles skated depending on length of arena &
strength of skater. Sequence begins with BO double 3-turns covering first length of arena. BI double
3-turns will cover second length of the arena. Intro
steps & end patterns are optional.

Spiral sequence

Focus: extension, edge quality

Move begins w/ LFO spiral held until long axis of arena.
Skater then brings free leg down into RFI open mohawk &
steps wide w/ a 2-foot power push trans. to a bkwd R over
L crossover. Skater then pushes into LBO spiral to be held
until long axis of arena. Should step onto a RFI spiral. Free
leg will drop into a RFI mohawk & lift again into LBI spiral,
also to be held until long axis. Optional steps to repeat pattern in opposite direction starting w/ RFO spiral. Spirals
should be sustained w/ extended free leg to demonstrate
form & flexibility. Move may start on either foot.

Brackets in the field sequence

Focus: edge quality

2 sets of turns on 1/2 circles (RFO-LBI) down approx. 1/2
length of arena. Continuing down remaining length, 2 sets
of turns (LFO-RBI) w/ optional step to transition to LFO
edge. Once completed, entire sequence is repeated performing 2 sets of turns (LFI-RBO) down approx. 1/2 length
of arena. Skater then performs 2 sets of turns (RFI-LBO)
down remaining length of arena w/ optional step to transition to the RFI edge. Intro steps are optional.

Forward twizzles

Focus: turn execution, continuous flow

OUTSIDE: Begin from standing start w/ LFO roll, fwd
cross stroke to RFO twizzle which ends on RBI after 1 1/2
revolutions. Then step LFO to complete the ‘set’.
INSIDE: Begin from standing start w/ LFI roll to RFI twizzle
which ends on RBO after 1 1/2 revolutions. Skater then
step LFI to complete the ‘set’.
BOTH: 3 twizzle sets are to be repeated across the short
or long axis of the rink & should be repeated on opposite
foot in same manner. Move may start on either foot.

Inside slide chasse pattern

Focus: edge quality, extension

Skater will perform four alternating patterns of inside
slide chasses preceded by backward power threeturns. Intro steps are optional. Pattern should cover
entire length of arena.
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Retry

Only one element may be retried at the end of the test, if necessary.

Standard
Adult
Masters
Judge’s Signature

Passing Average
3.2
3.0
2.8

Passing Total
16.0
15.0
14.0
Member #

Judging panel required: Three silver or higher rank singles/pairs or dance judges who are certified to judge MIF tests.
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